In this paper, firstly we research on portfolio investment of different risk attitude of investors with their classic utility functions, then analyse their difference and connection, at last several numerical examples are given.
Introduction
In the process of securities portfolio investment, every investor has own utility fuction to express his preference to the returns and risk degree, and use the expected utility maximization principle to choose the optimal portfolio. Investors can be divided into three types according to their attitude towards the risk: (1)risk aversion, (2)risk neutral and (3)risk like. And the properties of the investor's
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Jia Jiao and Qingjian Zhou utility function are dependent on its attitude toward the risk [1, 2] , (1) If the utility function is a convex function , then investors are risk averse type, (2) If the utility function is a linear function, then investor are risk neutral type, (3) If the utility function is a concave function, then investors are risk love type. As shown in Figure 1 . In real life, most investors are risk averse type, and the main present research focuse on risk averse investors' investment behavior under uncertainty environment. But there are some risk neutral and risk love type investors, and they really exist in specific situations, for example, under some pressure ,or out of luck and or seeking to stimulate, investors are likely to pursue a higher returns regardless of the risk or willing to bear more risk. These behavior is related to the wealth level and the mental of the investors. In this paper, we mainly research on portfolio investment of different risk attitude, and analyse their difference and connection.
Main Results

Research on risk averse investors' portfolio investment
In Markowitz portfolio theory, investors are assumed as risk averse type, they pursue maximum profit as the same as pursuing minimization risk, their utility function is convex. As shown in Figure 2 . Here we take the classic negative exponential utility function
as the example [3, 4] , and 0 1 > k (risk averse factor), R is the investment return and has Gauss distribution ) , ( 
Research on risk neutral investors' portfolio investment
In real life, there are some risk neutral type investors, they pursue profit as the same as ignoring risk, their utility function is line function. As shown in Figure 3 . Here we adopt function
, and
, and we can solve its expected utility
so EU is only depended on return r and has nothing to do with risk 2 σ . Fig.4 Indifference curves of risk love (in Fig.1-3 
Fig.3 Indifference curves of risk neutral
Research on risk love investors' portfolio investment
Risk love type investors have a positive attitude to risk, and they would think the more risk, the more porfit. Usually they will speculate. Their utility function is concave function. As shown in Figure 4 . Here we take exponential utility function
as the example, and 0 3 > k (risk love factor).
We can see that +∞ → EU , it has no maximum, and the investors would take more risk to pursue more return. At the same time, EU has a minimum value, namely the utility underscore, which can be taken as reference to the theoretical 
Conclusions
From above research, we can see that investors who are risk averse have optimal potfolio and solve it with Lagrange Multiplier Method, and investors who are risk neutral and love type are not. And some investors will show different attitude toward risk with their wealth and changes in different environment.
